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1. ---- a piece of metal is denser than water, it sinks

ÇIKMIŞ SORULAR

6. Dairy farming has received a lot of coverage in

in water.

the media lately,

A) Because of

B) While

season ---- because of the radiation scare.

C) Since

D) Despite

A) both / more than

B) more / even so

C) only / also

D) not only / but also

E) Therefore

---- on account of the dry

E) such / as well as

2. ---- he was aware of the dangers of this kind of

A) If

B) Even though

C) So that

D) Whereas
E) However

7. The scientist endeavours ---- to produce power
NETyds

research, he still continued with the project.

as efficiently and cheaply as possible, ---- to
apply it economically.
A) even / just as

B) so / unless

C) not only/but also

D) as much / as if

E) most / that

3. ---- the semester is over, Dr. Baines will
supervise the sinking of the shaft as it seems
8. The world chemical industry developed very

likely that they'll strike oil.

rapidly from 1935 ---- particularly in the organic
A) In order that

B) As a result

C) If only

D) Once

sector of the industry.
B) upwards

A) onwards

E) In case

C) afterwards

D) outwards

4. An honorary degree will be conferred upon the
physicist ---- contributions to energy studies

A) which

B) who

C) whose

D) that

9. ---- mechanical impact, certain chemical
impurities would make such explosives
unstable if they were stored in warm conditions.
A) Involving

B) Including

C) In case

D) Contrary to
E) Even without

E) whom

10. ---- simply transmitting voice, the Joint Tactical
5. Is that the professor ---- received the Nobel Prize
in chemistry?

Radio System (JTRS) as the Pentagon refers to
it, will also simultaneously carry video and
data transmissions.

A) whom

B) whose

A) Rather than

B) According to

C) where

D) which

C) Due to

D) In contrast to
E) In spite of

E) who
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16. In studying protein-coding sequences, the

11.---- many diverse animal forms exist ---exceptions can be found to almost any

initiation and the termination codons are

definition of an animal.

usually excluded ---- these two codons almost
never change with time.

A) So / as

B) As / as

C) Whether / so

D) So / that

A) whereas

B) in case

C) but

D) instead of

E) Neither / nor

E) since

chocolate and aromatic oils for perfumes come
from flowering plants.
A) as / as

B) too / man

C) both / and

D) either / or

NETyds

12. Products ---- diverse ---- rubber, tobacco, coffee,

E) not only / but also

17. The environment in which we live changes
continuously ---- 'natural causes' over which we
have little control.
A) in spite of

B) due to

C) thus

D) hence
E) however

13. Heat is transferred from ---- object ---- by
conduction, convection and radiation.
A) either / to others

B) each / from the rest

C) any / with another

D) some / through others

18. Farmers depend on meteorologists ---- accurate
forecasts assist in successful agricultural
planning.

E) one / to another

A) who

B) in which

C) that

D) what

14. Pile foundations are costly and normally
economic only ---- commercial structures on
valuable sites.
A) in the manner of

B) in the case of

C) in place of

D) in fulfilment of

NETyds

E) whose

19. ---- astronomers have so far found no Earth-like
planets, this does not mean that there are none.
A) While

B) As

C) Even though

D) As if

E) Unless
15. The South African government has committed
a further sum of money to the Southern
African Large Telescope (SLT), ---- enables the
construction of this giant telescope to

20. Irrigation is the art of using water, ---- direct
rainfall, for crop cultivation.

commence next year.

B) besides

A) which

B) thus

A) in case of

C) by which

D) whose

C) compared with
E) anging from

E) for whom
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6. Communication is perhaps the most important

1. So far, ---- € 24 million have been invested in
this relatively new Building Society because it

of the numerous tasks ---- engineers are

cares for the environment.

responsible in time of war.

A) more of

B) so much

A) that

B) by which

C) much as

D) the most

C) what

D) for which

E) more than

E) for whom

2. ---- photographers require short exposures to
7. The writers of this article seem to assume that

short laser pulses to study rapid reactions.
A) In contrast

B) In spite of

C) In case

D) Similarly

NETyds

capture fast-moving objects, chemists need

E) Just as

nuclear plants conform with safety
requirements ---- the fact that violations are
constantly being reported.
A) in case

B) although

C) against

D) concerning
E) despite

3. According to neo-Darwinism, ---- mutation is
recognized as the ultimate source of genetic

8. In statistics, random samples are obtained ----

variation, natural selection is given the

by sampling with replacement from a finite

dominant role in shaping the genetic make-up

population ---- by sampling without

of populations.

replacement from an infinite population.

A) however

B) although

A) either / or

C) whether

D) before

C) just / as

E) unless

D) as/as

ensure the security or privacy of stored data,

NETyds

E) so/that

4. Networks without controlled access can ----

9. Any magnet, whether it is in the shape of a bar

---- keep network resources from being

or a horseshoe, has two ends, called poles, ----

exploited by "hackers".

the magnetic effect is strongest.

A) neither / nor

B) so / as

C) only / but

D) rather / than

A) which

B) what

C) how

D) where

5. The research team was relieved to learn that
the results of the experiment were in ---- their
expectations.

10. The texture of the rock suggested it came from
an asteroid and not from a loose, sooty ice
ball ---- a comet.

A) competition with

B) place of

A) including

C) favour of

D) excess of

C) as

E) accord with

B) like
D) as well as
E) such
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11. ---- I investigated and studied my scientist
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16. ---- what is generally assumed, the number of

colleague's account of an environmental

animals remaining in a threatened species

experiment, ---- thoroughly convinced I have

may actually rise as it approaches the brink of

become that it has no value whatsoever.

extinction.

A) So far as / most

B) The more / the more

A) In view of

B) Contrary to

C) Just as / more

D) Neither / nor

C) Surprisingly enough

D) Needless to say

E) So long as / ever

12. Physicists certainly know ---- about the
universe now ---- ever before.
A) so much / that

B) both / and

C) enough / just as

D) more / than

NETyds

E) Due to

17. ---- industry is concerned money spent on
research is money well spent.
A) According to

B) As much as

C) As far as

D) Even so

E) as well / as

E) With regard to

18. Laser beams, ---- are useful in both medicine

13. For a domestic staircase, an additional form of

and industry, were first created by science

support ---- a "carriage", that is a beam under

fiction some fifty years ago.

the centre of the stairs, is not usually necessary.
A) in case of

B) so that

C) such as

A) which

B) what

C) whatever

D) where

D) according to

E) whose

14. Coral reefs are home to ---- of the most beautiful
and unusual forms of marine life, ---- of which
are found in only 18 places in the world.
B) many / none

C) much / few

D) a lot / any

19.Traffic congestion is frequently not caused by
overloading ---- by small disturbances in the
flow.
A) as

B) but

C) as well as

D) more
E) than

NETyds

E) some / many

15. ---- the span of a suspension bridge increases,
the structure develops a "gravity" stiffness due
to its own weight.

20. Physicists certainly know more about the
universe now than ----, but if anything they are
---- puzzled.

A) As

B) However

A) once more / so

C) Whereas

D) While

C) ever before / even more D) at such times / as much

B) once before / so

E) ever since / the more

E) In case

www.netyds.com
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6. Dinosaurs may have terrorized other creatures

1. The next model the company produced was
well-engineered and finely built, ----, it never

during their time on Earth, ---- now it has

became popular and sales were poor.

emerged that some species had a taste for the

A) on the contrary

B) even so

C) just as

D) such as

flesh of their own kind.
B) whether

A) unless
C) because

E) in accordance with

D) even if

2. ---- she gave up smoking, she has enjoyed the
best of health.
A) Although

B) If

C) Since

D) For

NETyds

E) so that

E) When

7. The interiors of planets are totally inaccessible,
---- what we know about them comes from
indirect measurements and analysis.
A) so

B) whereas

C) even though

D) since

E) so as

3. Millions of children in these Third World

8. It was not long ---- the design deficiencies of the

countries will suffer and die ---- these infectious

room became apparent.

diseases remain uncontrolled.
A) if

B) unless

A) as if

C) as soon as

D) however

C) until

B) before
D) wherever
E) unless

4. He was advised not to discontinue the medicine
---- this might bring on a recurrence of the
complaint.

NETyds

E) so as

9. In every forensic laboratory there should be ---with the basic training to make sense of

B) despite

C) until

D) as
E) due to

A) each

B) anyone

C) someone

D) one another
E) them

5. AIDS is a disease ---- has given rise to much
speculation.
A) whom
C) what

10. The centre conducted the study ---- identify
priority areas for conservation.

B) whose

A) in order to

D) which

C) with respect to

E) who

B) as well as
D) due to

E) with reference to

www.netyds.com
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botanical evidence.
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16. A drug of this kind is ---- dangerous to be sold

11. Japan, which is the world's second largest

without a prescription.

market for mobile phones, plans to limit their
use ---- growing concern about the impact of

A) as

electromagnetic radiation on the brain.

B) just

C) too

A) in case of

B) as a result of

C) in spite of

D) by means of

D) so
E) enough

E) in terms of

17. Of all the medicines we have tested, this is
12. ---- two-thirds of the energy the average person
activities.

B) As

A) Already
C) At least

obviously ---- effective.
NETyds

spends in a day supports the body's metabolic

B) more

A) much
C) less

D) a little
E) the most

D) Such as
E) So

18. The nurse claimed that it wasn't ---responsibility but the doctor's.
13. The whole of society may suffer if its
government is attacked; ----, the entire body is

A) herself

B) hers

harmed if the brain is damaged.

C) theirs

D) her
E) himself

A) otherwise

B) similarly

C) on the other hand

D) nevertheless

14. In recent years the trend in the study of child
development has been an increased emphasis

NETyds

E) however

19. All cells, whether they come from animals,
plants or bacteria, contain ---- elements in very
nearly ---- proportions.

on the processes underlying the changes, ----

A) more / all

simple descriptions of age changes.

C) any / the most

B) some / more
D) the same / the same

A) as if

B) just as

C) rather than

D) even so
E) such as

20. Recommendations to reduce cardiovascular
15. Poisoning ---- drug overdose is a frequent and
still increasing cause of admission to hospital.

disease risk include ---- screening ---intervention.

A) according to

B) due to

A) neither / but

B) as / as

C) on behalf of

D) in excess of

C) such /as

D) some / just as
E) both / and

E) in spite of

www.netyds.com
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E) the other / some
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1. Scientists wondered ---- Dolly, the cloned
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6. Bacteria are ---- small that they can ---- be seen

sheep, would live a normal life span ---- simply

under a microscope.

live out the remaining years of the sheep from
which she had been cloned.
A) more / than

B) so / that

C) whether / or

D) neither / nor

A) very / rather

B) too / hardly

C) as / thus

D) so / only
E) much / just

E) just / as

7. The brain is a part of the body ---- very little is

calories, in some instances, genetic
background may be a contributing factor.
A) Since

B) However

C) Nevertheless

D) Even though

known and even less is understood.
NETyds

2. ---- obesity results basically from an excess of

A) which

B) from what

C) where

D) of whose
E) about which

E) Unless

8. A lot of my colleagues work with radiation, but
they don't seem to have been adversely
affected by it, and ----.
3. It may have something to do with the rising
price of medicines, but certainly ---- people are

A) neither do I

B) I have, too

beginning to show an interest in natural

C) neither was I

D) nor was I

remedies.

E) nor did I

A) as many more

B) the more

C) the most

D) as many
E) more and more

4. Unfortunately, adults don't usually offer early

NETyds

9. In Africa, the irresponsible sewage discharge
of an exclusive hotel gradually put an end to
the seafood harvest on ---- a local village
depended for its livelihood.

adolescents ---- warm indulgence and social

A) that

B) which

protection that they provided a decade earlier.

C) what

D) where
E) whom

B) as much

A) too

D) the same
E) such as
10. The inquiry into the foot and mouth epidemic
will bring together veterinary scientists,
virologists and epidemiologists ---- the

5 The bellies of countless African children are
swollen ---- severe malnutrition.

representatives of farming and consumer
groups.

A) contrary to

B) besides

A) as well as

B) such as

C) apart from

D) due to

C) especially

D) as to

E) regardless of

E) but for
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16.. Research suggests that older children are ---likely to develop allergies ---- their younger

11 ---- what was once believed, it is now generally
agreed that marijuana use is far from benign.

siblings.
A) In case of

B) According to

C) Contrary

D) Due to

A) more / than
B) most / from

E) As far as

C) less / as
D) least / than
E) so/as

12. ---- great advances are being made in the
treatment and prevention of neurological

A) Until

B) Although

C) However

D) Whether

NETyds

conditions, there is still a long way to go.

E) Since

17. In infants "low-level" lead exposure may
produce serious impairment of mental
development ---- there is any awareness of the
toxic effects.
B) ones again

A) as if
C) just as

D) even if
E) even before

13. The body is composed of many different types
of cells, ---- with its own structure and function.
18. Anaemia is a condition ---- there is a deficiency
A) each

B) the one

C) all

D) many

in the quality of the blood.

E) both

A) as if

B) that

C) which

D) in which

14. Pneumonia is an infection of the lungs ----the
lungs fill with fluid, leading to difficulty in
breathing.

19. An annual scientific meeting will be held so as to
facilitate communication among surgeons ---primary interest lies in the field of oncology.

B) in which

C) why

D) whereas
E) whether

A) where

B) of whom

C) when

D) in which
E) whose

15. His research focuses on the interrelationship

20. The effects of hypothermia depend on ---- there

between the upper and lower airways ---- on the

is whole body exposure ---- - exposure only of

development of new treatments for asthma.

parts.

A) so far
C) including

B) if only

A) both I and

D) rather than

C) if / but

E) so much

B) whether / or
D) so / as
E) even / so
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6. In vertebrates, the central nervous system

1. Dizziness is a distressing symptom in advanced

(CNS) consists of a brain and a spinal cord,

old age, and alarms relatives ---- the patient.

which are linked to the body's muscles and
A) no less than

B) as little as

C) in accordance with

D) consequent on

organs ---- the peripheral nervous system.

E) in case of

A) with regard to

B) instead of

C) in case of

D) by means of
E) according to

2. A lot of people want to become surgeons but ----

A) few

B) not much

C) very little

D) any

NETyds

make the grade.

E) all

7. Cellulite forms where the body is least inclined
to consume fat deposits. ---- reducing it, takes
persistent good dietary measures.
A) whereas

B) as if

C) so

D) whether
E) even if

3. At room temperature, unsaturated fats, such as
those found in oil, are usually liquid, ---saturated fats, such as those found in butter, are
solid.

8. In the past it was not clear ---- proteins might be

A) whereas

B) indeed

associated with membranes.

C) moreover

D) whether

A) even if

B) how

C) in case

D) whereby

E) so far as

4. Certain drugs and some molecules found in
dust are ---- small to be antigenic, ---- they do

B) rather / even

A) so that

D) neither / nor

C) until

D) while
E) since

E) too / yet

NETyds

B) whereas

5. Hopefully, ---- science can provide evidence of
the physical damage done to a neglected young

10. His criticism of the ancient Greeks is largely --

brain ---- money will be poured into preventing

-- their reluctance to back up theories with

the neglect in the first place.

experiments.

A) more / even so

B) the more / the

A) on account of

B) in case of

C) either / or

D) so / as

C) according to

D) in spite of

E) compared with

E) as if / so
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C) enough / thus

9. It is as if children with serious illnesses lose
their childhood ---- they have to grow up quickly.

stimulate immune responses.
A) both / and
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11. When blood enters a capillary network, it is
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16. In advertising it is important to decide ---- you

under ---- high pressure, ---- some plasma is

are aiming to attract.

forced out of the capillaries and into the

A) by whom

tissues.

B) whoever

C) who
A) as / that

B) quite / in case

C) rather / so

D) such / so as

D) which
E) whose

E) so / hence

17. I told him that the ultimate responsibility for

regulated by a large number of genes ---interact in complex ways.
B) when

A) that
C) as

solving the problem was not ---- but ----.
NETyds

12. The development of each organ of the body is

A) us / theirs

B) his / me

C) her / yours

D) him / ours
E) mine / his

D) so that
E) even though

18. In the States, a person travelling 10 miles to
work every day by train instead of by car,
saves ---- 314 gallons of petrol per year.

13. ---- the critics, the film is almost as good as
the novel itself.
A) With regard to

B) According to

C) Owing to

D) Concerning

A) as much as

B) the most

C) so much more

D) equal to

E) even more

NETyds

E) In comparison to

14. It is thought to be basically a Hittite settlement

19. The organisation ---- advises industrial firms
on their day-to-day psychological problems, --- gives vocational advice to school-leavers.

----there are some traces of earlier
civilisations.
A) in spite of

B) even so

C) instead

D) even though

A) both / but

B) thus / also

C) more / and

D) even / so
E) not only / but also

15. The conference was a great disappointment;

20. ---- business plans are failing to materialise,

in fact, it was quite ---- I have never attended.

while ---- are progressing at an astounding

A) the worst

B) as bad as

pace.
A) Those / each

B) Some / others

C) worse than

D) so bad

C) All / either

D) Each / another

E) the worse

E) Any / none
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6. ---- Henri Toulouse-Lautrec, a French painter

1. Several people made some very relevant
suggestions but ---- of Dr Fairbanks met with -

who was happy to design posters and to

--- approval.

illustrate books, many modern artists have

A) some / all

B) those / everyone's

C) any / his

D) most / ours

found it necessary to supplement their
incomes in various ways.
B) Firstly

A) Due to

E) which / nobody's

C) Despite

D) In case of
E) Like

NETyds

2. It is almost impossible to find two people ---opinions on this matter are the same.
A) which

B) who

C) that

D) whose
E) what

7. Many of the company's shareholders felt that
such a drastic change in policy was quite
unnecessary, and ----.
A) I would, too

B) neither did I

C) I didn't, either

D) so did I

E) I don't, either
3. Wellington's abandonment of an attempt to
make a Tory government was not ---- due to
threats of civil war ---- to Peel's refusal to join

8. The purpose of this bridge project is ---- to

a Tory government.
A) so far / as if

eliminate the cause of such accidents ---- to
keep traffic moving at a steady rate.

B) as / as

C) as much / than

D) so much / as

E) even / more

A) only / but also

B) both / and

C) not only / and

D) as much / than

4. Income tax can be fitted more closely to the
individual taxpayer's ability to pay than ---- tax.
B) any

C) other

D) some

NETyds

E) one another

9 The term "man-machine system" fell
somewhat into disrepute and was replaced by
"person-machine system" ---- the need to
avoid sexist language.
B) despite

A) contrary to
C) in case of

D) in accordance with
E) instead of

5. The occupational psychologist is often
regarded by industrialists as being ---academic to serve any practical purpose.
A) too much
C) too

10. The slavery issue was ---- one reason ---- the
northern and southern states fought against
each other during the US Civil War.

B) so

A) on the other hand / which B) as such / whereas

D) more

C) only / why

E) as much

D) moreover / that
E) thus / in that
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11. The United Nations has, on numerous

16. ---- the Roman legions withdrew in the 5th

occasions, tried to assert its authority to

century A.D., Britain fell easy prey to the

mediate a dispute between nations, ---- has

invading hordes of Angles, Saxons and Jutes

often been ineffective ---- the nations involved

from Scandinavia and northern Europe.

refused to acknowledge the right of the United
Nations to intervene.
A) yet / that

B) but / because

C) either / or

D) therefore / because of

A) Lest

B) Unless

C) When

D) Until
E) As long as

12. Multinational companies account for ---- 60 per
cent of trade in manufactured goods in the
developed world.
A) so much

B) rather than

C) as far as

D) by no means

NETyds

E) however / as far as

17. Great works of art seem to be ---- inexhaustible
and unpredictable ---- real human beings.
A) both / and

B) ) as / as

C) as well as / than

D) more / from

E) so / or

E) no less than

18. Italy declared its neutrality upon the outbreak of

13. ---- corporations grow in size and diversity, the

World War I ---- that Germany had embarked

difficulty of managing employee relations

upon an offensive war.

increases.
A) Lest

B) In case

C) Whether

D) So that

B) owing to

A) as soon as
C) in view of

D) on the grounds
E) such as

14. ---- had so many people complained so loudly

NETyds

E) As

19. In 1789, France was in a serious financial
position ---- corruption, royal extravagance, and

for so little cause.
A) Only once

B) For the first time

C) At the beginning

D) Up to this time

E) From the start

A) according to

B) despite

C) whereas

D) so that

NETyds

E) due to

15. ---- economic development projects in
developing countries are carefully thought out

20. The research project he had undertaken was ----

and implemented, they can actually contribute

related to the problems of adolescence and ----

to environmental deterioration.

concerned with those of young children.

A) Provided that

B) Unless

A) less / more

C) Since

D) So long as

C) so / rather

E) Whenever

B) too / any
D) such / so
E) the most / the least

www.netyds.com
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the chaos that comes with revolution.
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1. ---- concentrating on creating training

6. Even in the middle of the last century, education

opportunities, their government ought to turn

was the exception ---- the rule.

its attention to creating more jobs.
A) Far from

B) More than

C) Instead of

D) In accordance with

ÇIKMIŞ SORULAR

A) according to

B) except for

C) with regard to

D) rather than

E) as well as

E) In case of

7. ---- a rather lazy, traditional, sea-side holiday, a
considerable number of people are going on
NETyds

2. Trade-union membership in Germany, ---- in the
rest of Europe, is shrinking.
A) so

B) whether

C) though

D) as

rougher, more exciting "adventure holidays".
A) According to

B) Just as

C) In spite of

D) Instead of
E) In case of

E) unless

8. In the works of many twentieth-century
3. ---- the bubonic plague overturned the social

dramatists it is possible to see ---- the individual

order in Medieval Europe, ---- AIDS seems likely

writer's ideas and experience ---- some of the

reshape Africa.

social and political developments of his period.

A) Even so / though
C) In case / moreover

B) Similarly / even

A) as much / as

B) not only / but also

D) Accordingly / as

C) only / such as

D) more / than

E) whether / or

4. Unions in their traditional role were pro-worker
---- anti-consumer: they wanted high prices
because they could extort a share of the profits.
A) as

B) still

C) or

D) but

NETyds

E) Just as / so

9. The Sumerian King Ur-Engur was a great ruler
---- dominions extended from the Gulf to the
Mediterranean.
A) whom

B) who

C) which

D) whose
E) that

10. ---- coping with the bitterly cold temperatures,
5. ---- psychologists use live subjects in their

any explorer attempting to cross the Arctic has

studies, they need to be sensitive to ethical

---- to battle with the strong tidal pull on the ice.

issues that can arise in the conduct of their

A) Besides / also

research.

B) As well as / even so

A) Whether

B) Just as

C) In spite of / as much

C) Even if

D) Yet
E) Since

D) Including / moreover
E) Contrary to / nevertheless
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11. Apparently, the firemen are ---- asking for higher

16. Apparently ---- leader has the courage, to risk

wages, they are ---- demanding a reduction in

even short-term unpopularity by embarking on

their working hours.

a programme that will ensure economic revival.

A) not only / also

B) both / and

C) also / but

D) even / still

A) some

B) either

C) neither

D) both
E) any

E) neither / nor

never positively identified, was shot and
subsequently died in New York three years ago.
A) whose

B) who

C) that

D) which

NETyds

17. According to a country-wide survey, people
12. The last company chairman, ---- killers were

living in the North East of England are ---- likely
to claim psychic powers ---- those living
elsewhere in the country.
A) most / as

B) more/ than

C) not only / but also

E) whom

D) so / that

E) less / but

18. No pharaoh is more famous than Tutankhamun
13. Some people reckon that, in the workplace,

but, ---- his fame, very little is actually known

being popular is ---- important ---- being

about him.

effective.
A) even if

A) more / while

B) so / that

C) too / for

D) even / enough

C) in excess of

D) in order to

NETyds

E) despite

14. The animals, which are threatened ---- by

19. ---- some countries possess nuclear weapons

poaching and farming, are protected in these

and others do not, there will be chronic global

private game parks.

insecurity.

A) throughout

B) instead

A) As regards

C) whereby

D) elsewhere

C) So long as

B) Whether
D) Just as
E) As if

E) either
15. ---- providing luxury on every imaginable level,

20. Ancient Peruvian textiles have survived in an

a five- star hotel should also have the ability to

excellent state of preservation ---- The dry

take you by suprise.

conditions of much of the country.

A) with a view to
C) in excess of

B) consequent on

A) with regard to

B) in comparison with

D) in need of

C) in case of

D) owing to
E) in opposition to

E) in addition to
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E) as / as

B) in case of

